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                Search

                This app is built with exist-db, and uses Lucene as the standard search engine. This comes with several options available. A full list is here
                

                Below very few examples.

                		sample	result
	*	*custodir*	add wildcards to unlimit your string search
	?	custodir?	Will find any match for the position with the question mark.
	~	ምሕረትከ~	Will make a fuzzy search. you can decide also how much fuzzy, by saying for example ምሕረትከ~0.9 which will match only 90% similar terms.
	""	"ምሕረትከ፡ ይትኖለወኒ፡"	Will find the exact string contained between quotes.
	()	(verbo OR notionem) AND ይትኖለወኒ	Will find one of the two between brackets and the other string.


            

            
                Input

                If you want to transcribe some fidal into latin or update your transcription, you can have a go with our transcription tools.

                If you are using the keyboard provided, please note that there are four layers, the normal one and those activated by Shift, Alt, Alt+Shift.

                Normal and Shift contain mainly Fidal. Alt and Alt-Shift diacritics.

                To enter letters in Fidal and the diacritics with this keyboard, which is independent of your local input selection, you can use two methods.

                Orthographic variants of the Ethiopic language are searched as a standard if not otherwise
                    specified. The following are the options considered by the search engine. 

                	's','s', 'ḍ'
	 'e','ǝ','ə','ē'
	'w','ʷ'
	'ʾ', 'ʿ'
	'`', 'ʾ', 'ʿ' (note that you can use the tick if you are not sure about the two, but none will be inferred for you)
	'ሀ', 'ሐ', 'ኀ', 'ሃ', 'ሓ', 'ኃ'
	'ሀ', 'ሐ', 'ኀ'
	'ሁ', 'ሑ', 'ኁ'
	 'ሂ', 'ሒ', 'ኂ'
	'ሄ', 'ሔ', 'ኄ'
	 'ህ', 'ሕ', 'ኅ'
	 'ሆ', 'ሖ', 'ኆ'
	 'ሠ','ሰ'
	 'ሡ','ሱ'
	'ሢ','ሲ'
	'ሣ','ሳ'
	 'ሥ','ስ'
	'ሦ','ሶ'
	'ሤ','ሴ'
	 'ጸ', 'ፀ'
	'ጹ', 'ፁ'
	'ጺ', 'ፂ'
	 'ጻ', 'ፃ'
	'ጼ', 'ፄ'
	 'ጽ', 'ፅ'
	'ጾ', 'ፆ'
	 'አ', 'ዐ', 'ኣ', 'ዓ'
	 'ኡ', 'ዑ'
	 'ኢ', 'ዒ'
	 'ኤ', 'ዔ'
	'እ', 'ዕ'
	 'ኦ', 'ዖ'


                Some examples

                	If you search Taammera, you will not find Taʾammǝra or Taʿammera but only Taammera. Try Ta`ammera
                    instead or use the keyboard provided to enter aleph and ayn. 
	If you are searching for Yāʿǝqob, you will not have a lot of luck searching Yaqob, unless some kind cataloguer has actually added it into the data as simplified spelling form. Try instead entering Yaqob~0.5 which is a fuzzy search, this will return also Yāʿǝqob. Also Ya`eqob is fine for example. 


                Keys Combinations

                With this method you use keys combinations to trigger specific characters.
                    Click here for a list of the available combos.
                    This can be expanded, do not hesitate to ask (click here to post a new issue).
                

                Hold and choose

                If you hold a key optional values will appear in a list. You can click on the desiderd value or use arrows and enter to select it. The options are the same as those activated by combinations.

                With this method you do not have to remember or lookup combos, but it does take many more clicks...

            

        

        
        
            
        
    



        
    An error has occurred

    An error has been generated by the application.

    err:XPTY0004 checking function parameter 1 in call xslfo:render(fo:main(untyped-value-check[xs:string, $id]), "application/pdf", , $local:fop-config): XPTY0004: The actual cardinality for parameter $node/child::tei:citedRange/child::text() does not match the cardinality declared in the function's signature: zero or one. Expected cardinality: {3}, got {4}. [at line 342, column 102, source: /db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]
In function:
	fo:tei2fo(node()*) [353:22:/db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]
	fo:tei2fo(node()*) [322:22:/db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]
	fo:tei2fo(node()*) [318:26:/db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]
	fo:tei2fo(node()*) [439:23:/db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]
	fo:main(xs:string) [484:26:/db/apps/gez-en/modules/tei2fo.xql]

    
        View source: this page.

    





        
    
        
            
                Impressum
            

            The origin of the lexicon is a thoroughly elaborated txt version of Dillmann,
                Christian Friedrich August. Lexicon linguae aethiopicae, cum indice latino.
                    Adiectum est vocabularium tigre dialecti septentrionalis compilatum a W.
                Munziger. Lipsiae: Th.O. Weigel, 1865. Additional records were created by the project 
                    TraCES (ERC Advanced Grant, Grant Agreement 338756) and follow-up projects at HLCEES, using text editions and other dictionaries including Sylvain Grébaut, Supplément au lexicon linguae aethiopicae de August Dillmann: (1865) et édition du lexique de Juste d'Urbin (1850 - 1855), Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1952 and Wolf Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Geʻez (Classical Ethiopic): Geʻez-English, English-Geʻez, with an Index of the Semitic Roots, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1987

            For more details see A. Bausi,  ‘Introduction. 150 Years After Dillmann’s Lexicon’, in A. Bausi and E. Sokolinski, eds, 150 Years after Dillmann’s Lexicon: Perspectives and Challenges of Gǝʿǝz Studies, Supplement to Aethiopica, 5 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2016), 3-10.
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